
Sedna 2+2 Tholen
Cozy vacation home with covered terrace and spacious garden

4

Villa Oesterdam 2+2 consists of a ground floor and an open spacious sleeping loft which can be reached by steep
stairs from the living area. On the ground floor you will find the entrance, the bathroom and a separate toilet. The
open-plan living area has a fine kitchen with luxury appliances such as a Nespresso machine
, kettle, dishwasher and fridge-freezer. You can wake up rested in one of the two bedrooms
, one of which is on the ground floor, both with two single beds. Both inside and outside (accessible through French
doors) there is a table with chairs for 4 people where you can enjoy
your breakfast, lunch and/or dinner together.

Your villa is equipped with all modern conveniences such as free wifi
and parking space for one car at the villa. Your stay is also including made beds, kitchen package, towel package and
a final cleaning so you don't have to think about anything and can fully relax. Villa Oesterdam 2+2 is strictly
non-smoking and it is not
possible to place a child's bed.  

Choose specific facilities or location

A number of villas within this type have extra facilities. When booking, you can indicate your preference using the
filter function. In many cases we charge a surcharge for this.

- Waterfront location

Aktuelle Preise finden sie auf unserer Homepage.
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Sedna 2+2 Tholen
Cozy vacation home with covered terrace and spacious garden

- 2nd row waterfront location
- Location at a sandy beach
- Fully fenced garden 
- Decorative fireplace
- Trampoline

Pet
Some villas allow 1 pet and you should indicate this when making the reservation so that the right villa is selected
for you.(A pet villa does not automatically mean an enclosed garden)
No wheelchair-friendly villas are available within this type.Due to possible differences in the furnishing of each villa,
no rights can be derived from the photographs shown. 
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